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N O V E L S
Hungarian literature is unusually rich in historical 

novels. This is the species in which our great writers 
have shown their eminence and their power. And their 
successors readily allow themselves to be tempted by 
the example of their great forbears. The present popul
arity of this species in Hungary is comprehensible both 
psychologically and from an aesthetic point of view. 
Psychologically, —  we are only too ready to escape 
from our bleak and barren present to the past, even the 
dim and bloody periods of which were superior to the 
misery and wretchedness of our world today; and we 
begin to recall the heroes, founders of States, generals 
and throned diplomats, the generous patrons of the arts 
and the sciences who made our nation wealthy and 
glorious. Aesthetically, —  all over Europe the biographie 
romancee is living its heyday, —  romantic stories of the 
careers of the great figures of history, playful combin
ations of reality and imagination. It looks for all the 
world like a rekindling of that romanticism which just 
a hundred years ago inspired and fructified the great 
literatures of the W est and trained the public to new 
conceptions, to a revaluation, and to an appreciation 
and understanding of a new world.

*

Let us take first the leading writer, Francis Herczeg. 
His novel ” Adam , hoi vagy?”  (’ ’Adam, Where Are Y ou ?” ) 
takes us back to the tenth century, to the bloody and 
stormy age of Hungarian wanderings in search of 
adventure. The illustrious writer himself has said that 
he did not intend this work of his to be a historical novel,
•— did not desire to paint an age or claim the glory of 
great historical studies. ’ ’Play for Play’s sake”  is what 
he has called his latest novel. He may be right. But 
when Titans play, they play titanically. They do not 
play with tiny dolls or hobby-horses or miniature bricks; 
but they roll rocks and pile Ossa on Pelion. ” Adam , liol 
vagy?”  is a game played with chronicles, with the thril
ling adventures of a lovely German virgin, and with 
the deeds of daring done by the Hungarian forces in
vading Germany. But the stakes are high. Two nations 
—- two different worlds —  are here in conflict. Eastern 
barbarism fighting with Westers barbarism. Simple, 
straighforward, self-conscious pristine force with cal
culating, cunning, complicated cruelty. The German 
virgin falls into the hands of the Hungarians; though 
not to be condemned to sad slavery, but to be wedded. 
In the souls of the Magyars —  whose name the German 
mothers use as a bugbear to frighten their infants, and 
of whom the chronicle of St. Gallen has told posterity 
such horrible and yet humorous tales —  there already 
lives and rules the noblest of all manly virtues —  
chivalry. *

In a monumental trilogy Sigismund Mdricz conjures 
up before us the most interesting section of Transylvanian 
history —  that covering the period between the reign 
of Gabriel Bathory, the foolishly tyrannical and lic
entious prodigal, and the decline of the great prince 
Gabriel Bethlen. The book has a comprehensive title —  
” Erdely”  (’ ’Transylvania” ). It  is divided into three 
parts —  ’ ’ Tiinderkert”  (’’Fairy Garden” ), ” A  nagy jeje- 
delem”  ( ’ ’The Great Prince” ), and ” A  nap drnyeka”  
(’ ’The Sun’s Shadow” ). This mighty poetic genius 
possesses a robust hungarianism, a powerful style, a 
capacity of creation and characterisation, and plastic 
ability; but his artistic conscience is anything but robust. 
He has investigated with the utmost precision the 
historical data; he inquires into tho interdependence of 
historical facts; he takes into account every obser

vation on the hero handed down to us by his contem
poraries, —  he fully masters the age, the men, the ruling 
ideas, outward fashions and inner life, and makes them 
his own. And where study and research and the collec
tion of data ends, intuition steps in and begins to work. 
Sigismund Moricz has entered admirably into the world 
of ideas and feelings of Gabriel Bethlen. He understands 
the vacillation of the prince between the loves of two 
women just as well as he does Bethlen’s policy of com
promises taking realities into account which endeav
oured to hold the balance between German and Turk. 
And he makes us ultimately understand that the golden 
age of Transylvania was only a ’ ’function”  —  dependent 
upon the statesman’s sagacity, the generalship and the 
diplomatic shrewdness of Gabriel Bethlen.

The picture that shines forth from Sigismund’s trip
tych is that of a Transylvania —  brilliant and mighty 
—  acting as a factor of authority internationally too. 
The modern Hungarian reader sighs aloud when he sees 
the picture, and wipes mute tears from his face . . .

*

Roland Hegediis has written a historical novel —  
"Kossuth Lajos, legenddk hdse”  (’ ’Louis Kossuth the 
Legendary Hero” ). A  novel which is at the same time 
authentic history. A  story more brilliantly dazzling than 
those of the best imaginative romances. W hat fascinates 
the Hungarian reader most are the chapters of the book 
full of worship of a new Kossuth, stripped of all the 
glittering paraphernalia of myth and shown in the 
mirror of truth. And it appears that the real Kossuth, 
whose figure has never been shelved either by the naiv 
fantasy of the people or by the embellishments of ob
sequious flatterers or by the timid cautiousness of court 
historians, is far greater, far more glorious and far more 
romantic even than the legendary hero so far known to us.

To foreign readers the most interesting chapters will 
be those which tell of Kossuth’s doings in England and 
America, —  a story told also with the honesty and 
accuracy of the historian, but painted with the glowing 
colours of a poet, with the vivacity of a visionary and with 
the mighty rhetorical swing of a born orator. From this 
story British and American readers will learn of the 
profound and even mystic effect produced on the Anglo- 
Saxon peoples by the mere appearance of Kossuth, —  
of the wonderful eloquence of his words and of the m ys
tical spell of his being which took possession of those 
two nations the members of which are so often spoken of 
as cold and calculating, their objectivity as purely 
material, by foolish and hasty generalisations.

Lorand Hegedixs’s book shows that the Louis Kossuth 
whose voice was silenced for ever forty-four years ago is 
still the most efficient advocate of the Hungarian cause 
in foreign countries, in particular in the Anglo-Saxon 
countries. *

Farthest removed from our living interest is the novel 
in two volumes entitled ” A  sdrga vihar”  (’ ’The Yellow  
Tempest” ) written by the scholarly Reformed Bishop 
of Transylvania, Alexander Makkai, about the Mongol 
(Tartar) inroad and King B61a IV ., the passive hero of 
that period. This is a historical novel in the manner 
introduced into Hungarian literature by the imitators 
of Walter Scott. It  is a picture of manners, a monumental 
fresco painted with a historical background, accurate 
in all things both great and small. In the pages of this 
book so utterly modern and actual in character the 
royal majesty incorporated in the person of Bela IV . 
beocomes veritably refined into a metaphysical conception 
and an object of superstitious awe. When speaking of 
Alexander Makkai it is really superfluous to emphasise 
that his novel is a masterpiece of composition and style, 
of force of language and power of characterisation. It  is 
worthy of its gifted author. Charles Sebestydn,


